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About This Game

In this super fake and politically inaccurate parody, you and your best friend play as Presidents Trump and Putin in an epic
struggle against the New World Order AI Robot takeover!

Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy is a fast paced survival shooter that pits your Presidential nerves against the endless
ambitions of Madame Hillary and the Globalists.

Trump and Putin will take on wave after wave of globalist robots in various locations around the world including the White
House, the Alamo, and Moscow. They'll need to utilize the weapons available to them (handguns, M4, Minigun, and Sniper

Rifle) to deal with hundreds of enemies.

Will they survive each onslaught and finally be able to Lock Her Up?

You don't want to miss this Co-Op experience filled with hilarity, out of context audio clips, and exploding globalist robots!

"10/10 Perfect Presidental Game, No other game like it. " -ColtonDReviews

Online Co-Op

Can we make this game Online Co-Op natively? No.

Can you PLAY this game Online Co-Op? Yes.
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1) Both Players Install
2) Both Players Set Up Account, one hosts & one joins

3) Profit

My brother and I were playing LOCK HER UP online within about 2 minutes of downloading this sweet, sweet free software.

*Keep in mind one of you will need to be using a controller/gamepad! This is true of local co-op too...

*Thanks to PsychoBird on SoundBible for the sweet Eagle sound!
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Title: Lock Her Up: The Trump Supremacy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Three Guys Game Studio
Publisher:
Three Guys Game Studio
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.4Ghz Dual Core

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Non-Integrated

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English
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This is a short game, but even so, the missions are very repetative. Even worse, the missions aren't challenging in the least. Since
the troops are weak and the whole village thing has a cap for every building type, you just end up spamming your god powers
until the AI is beaten into submission. With the limited amount of powers, it get very old very fast.. A cute game with fun
mechanics. I'm usually not one for arcade style games, but this one has been enjoyable so far, going through the campaign. For
me, it was worth the price, and I plan on playing this whenever I just want to relax for a few minutes.. Short, but definitely
worth checking out. Took me 30 minutes to get 5 endings, of which 3 were different (Sly, Fallen Hero, Innocent).

It's like a "Choose Your Own Adventure" book, except with good music and visuals!

Loved the smoothness of the narrative - no matter what choices you make, whatever follows fits perfectly.. Wow
soooooooooooooo Good!

Any fan of the Bard needs to play this!. 5-7 $, а потом бац, и она фри ту плэй. Обидно однако. А сама игра шедевр, но
жалко онлайн маленький. Если бы людей побольше было б, тогда вапще ♥♥♥♥♥♥ь.. Best of luck to you!
- A fellow gamedev.. Interesting game if you like to learn about the history of the Roman empire. 10/10 cheated in solitaire
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I've been following this game for a while and I cannot say enough how much I love this game. The game looks absolutely
amazing. The map design is incredible. Every map has it's own unique personality and they're all easily recognizable. All of the
guns feel really nice and work very well. The one thing that really upsets me about this game is the lack of people playing it.
And with the lack of people playing it there is not the biggest incentive for them to put man hours into adding more content to
the game. I'm just hoping in the future when the console ports are released that this game gets the attention it deserves. Please
get this game!. This game is currently on sale for 79p but I would say it's worth it at the full price of £1.59. An excellent on-rails
shooter.. You know, I've played this game two times, putting in just over 30 minutes.

And I can honestly say I don't want to keep playing this game. It's just not very interesting. The game play loop is basically
choose similar colors, and the first level is 2 colors and a wild. But there's no "pleasure" from making a chain. And there's a high
(unchangable) difficulty.

Can someone enjoy the game... maybe but there's SO many of these music games out there that this no longer is needed. Go
grab Amplitude, or something like that, but I think it's safe to just ignore this one.. Considering this only has one dev its
surprisingly good! The scary atmosphere is done perfectly just a little disappointed at the length but for the price I cant really
complain.. First impressions: for a game that costs 6 dollars and has some voice acting. Yea, it is pretty decent.

Voice acting is ok, not super high quality.
Art is good, but it won't make the game.
Background music and art is generic. It is like slide-show presentation quality.
Text, well, decent and easy to read. Just minor pet peeves with the immersion breakers.

For VN standards this is ok in my books, but this could have been worse.
Pacing with the text and voice acting is great. I would have dropped this game instant if it would only have been "only text with
pretty art". I think every girl has good voice actress, but you can clearly hear that some of their dialogue are recorded in
basement or in their rooms.

Girls design look something I would want to see more of, they are simple and easy to recognize. I think that was most where
they put effort on and that shows.

My own biggest problem is those "-san, -kun, -chan" ends. It does not work in ENGLISH! Out of context it makes characters
sounds like biggest anime fans they can be, but in story they don't show any slight interrest in anime. It would be ok if they
spoke like normal humans and not japanese wannabes. It breaks the flow, when someone adds it. I really love these voice
actresses, but when they forcefully add that "-kun" or "-san" I cringe little inside.

Because do you think normal people in america add those? Make dialogue more fluid and human. Like if they would actual say
something to each other.

Overall I think I this review more towards to devs and actual bame buyer, but hey.
To you, who are thinking, should you buy this game?

Yes: If it is on sale under 4 dollars, it is worth that much. You are pretty much paying for audio book than VN. Or you like VN
with voice acting and want to support devs to challenge themselves to make a more grandier game with better quality and spot
fixing these little "things".

No: If you don't like that anime style, like, this whole game is very unoriginal. Idea is great, but like, if you want to just enjoy
VN with like actually believable story, skip this. Not worth of your money. You would rather watch Anime or play something
else.

BUT, would I recommend this game to someone. YES. As a study game. Let them see, how you can make a decent game that is
enjoyable to play, but has too many minor nitpicks that crushes your suspension of disbelief. But I hope, if devs gets something
out of this and makes a improved game in the future. I would be happy.
. I love 9dragons ever since it was owned by Acclaim. It still holds true but now im experiencing alot more problems with the
launcher and startup and from what i've found in my research i can't find any way to fix it without a workaround (which i dont
have time for) or disabling antivirus software (of which i have none besides windows defender). In all honesty i'd be playing this
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game so much more if it werent for these problems that couple easily be fixed and seems, from my research, that redfox is just
lazy and patches the 9dragons launcher in a stupid manner. It seems as though they don't really care for the game nor the
community that invests multiple hundred hours enjoying said game. I will still recommend this game if you can get past some
stupid bugs with the launcher that many people have had in the past.
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